A4NH PHASE II RESULTS FRAMEWORK

A4NH PORTFOLIO

FLAGSHIP 1
Food Systems for Healthier Diets

FLAGSHIP 2
Biofortification

FLAGSHIP 3
Food Safety

FLAGSHIP 4
Supporting Policies, Programs, and Enabling Action through Research

FLAGSHIP 5
Improving Human Health

Country Coordination and Engagement (CCE) Unit

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning (MEL) Unit

Gender, Equity, and Empowerment (GEE) Unit

IMPACT PATHWAYS AND KEY ACTORS

Agri-food Value Chains Pathway
- Producers
- Chain agents
- Consumers
- Regulators

Policies Pathway
- Policymakers and investors
- Intergovernmental agencies
- Civil society organizations and industry groups

Development Programs Pathway
- Agriculture, nutrition, and health program implementers (NGOs and governments)

IDOs AND CROSS-CUTTING IDOs

- Enhanced smallholder market access
- Increased incomes and employment
- Increased productivity

- Improved diets for poor and vulnerable people
- Improved food safety
- Improved human and animal health

- More sustainably managed agro-ecosystems
- Mitigation and adaptation achieved
- Equity and inclusion achieved
- Enabling environment improved

- National partners and beneficiaries enabled

SLOs

REduced POVERTY

IMPROVED FOOD AND NUTRITION SECURITY FOR HEALTH

IMPROVED NATURAL RESOURCE SYSTEMS AND ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

CROSS-CUTTING ISSUES